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ABSTRACT
In the efforts to fight piracy of high-valued media content,
forensic digital watermarking as a passive content security
scheme is a potential alternative to current, restrictive ap-
proaches like DRM. In this paper, we present a novel water-
marking scheme for videos based on affine geometric trans-
formations. Frames can be modified in an imperceptible
manner by applying a small rotation, translation, or zoom-
ing, which can be detected later on by comparison with the
originals. To compensate geometric distortions that have
been introduced while a video travels down legal as well as il-
legal distribution chains, a spatio-temporal synchronization
is performed using our video registration toolkit application.
To evaluate our approach, we compare it with several other
schemes regarding the robustness against common attacks,
including camcorder capture.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.0 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: General;
H.1.1 [Coding and Information Theory]: Information
Theory; I.4.5 [Image Processing and Computer Vi-
sion]: Reconstruction

General Terms
Security, Verification, Algorithms

Keywords
Digital watermarking, geometric transformations, media se-
curity

1. INTRODUCTION
A major concern with the digital distribution of high-

valued content such as movies is theft by piracy. Orga-
nizations like the Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA) calculate very high losses to the studios from movie
piracy every year. Apart from the question whether these
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numbers are trustworthy or not, it is apparent that current
approaches to deter content theft, such as Digital Rights
Management systems (DRM), have little control over video
piracy. Also, strong limitations in the use of DRM-protected
data hinder a broad acceptance among consumers. Thus,
digital forensic watermarking as an anti-piracy tool has re-
cently gained increased attention.

Digital watermarking is a technique of embedding addi-
tional information in host data, most often into media data
such as pictures, audio or video. Contrary to meta data,
where information is stored alongside the host data, water-
marks store the information in the content itself by modify-
ing it. Besides visible watermarking (such as station logos),
invisible watermarking tries to introduce modifications that
are imperceptible to human observers. Nevertheless, an ap-
propriate watermark detector can still read the embedded in-
formation afterwards. Using such a watermark, copyrighted
content can be tracked to determine where and when illegal
distribution occurred, without limiting legal use. In contrast
to systems like DRM, which actively try to hinder any form
of distribution, this is a passive content security scheme.
The idea is to embed a unique, traceable identifier as wa-
termark data (‘payload’) in each individual copy. For client
side-watermarking, this is done as soon as the media leaves
the (DRM-)protected domain, e.g. in a set-top box receiving
an encrypted video-on-demand stream. If an illegal copy is
then massively distributed in file-sharing networks or even
sold, its watermark is extracted and the identifier can be
looked up in a tracking-database.

In order to serve the purpose of tracking, a watermarking
scheme has to fulfill certain requirements. Naturally, the in-
formation embedded has to be secure against unauthorized
extraction, embedding or modification. This can be achieved
using encryption, checksums and the like, but is beyond the
scope of this work. Next, the watermark’s modifications
shall not alter the quality of the marked content, i.e. they
must be imperceptible to human observers. Last, but most
important, the watermarking scheme has to be classified as
robust. While fragile watermarks are intended to immedi-
ately degrade when any modification is performed to the
host content (which guarantees the identification of alter-
ations), robust watermarks should survive distortions (e.g.,
rotation, scaling and translation in case of images [5]) and
remain extractable even after severe degradations. This is
an important issue for two main reasons: 1) Removing the
watermark or making it undetectable is the primary goal
of targeted attacks. 2) Even if a copy is not the target of
any attack, the watermark is supposed to survive common



Figure 1: Watermarking overview

signal processing operations as well as non-hostile modifi-
cations, and remain in the media throughout the complete
(legal and illegal) distribution chain. This poses significant
challenges to a watermark design. Another important as-
pect is that robust watermarks should remain in the host
content even if the digital domain is left, e.g. when a movie
is captured using a camcorder.

The process of inserting a watermark signal into a host
signal is called embedding, while the reading out is most of-
ten referred to as extraction. The need for the original data
during extraction categorizes watermarking schemes: With
blind extraction watermarking does not need the unmarked,
original host data to retrieve the watermark (although, it
typically will profit significantly from its availability). On
the other hand, non-blind watermarking requires the un-
modified content for extraction. Since the marked copy
might have undergone temporal, spatial, as well as other
distortions, original and copy need to be synchronized be-
forehand. Figure 1 gives an overview over all steps.

In this paper, we present a novel approach of watermark-
ing videos using geometric transformations. While the mod-
ifications are imperceptible to human observers, the robust-
ness and reliability of the extraction is very high. The pa-
per is structured as follows: In Section 2, related work is
discussed. Next, our proposed watermarking scheme is de-
scribed in detail in Sections 3. After the presentation of
evaluation results in Section 4, the last section concludes
the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Regarding watermarking for videos, numerous techniques

and methods have been published. We classify existing ap-
proaches into luminance-based, contrast-based and frequency-
based. For each group, we selected a representative candi-
date and implemented the proposed scheme to be able to
compare it against our geometric approach. For a fair com-
parison, all algorithms were adjusted to encode the same
number of bits per time unit, which is one bit per shot of
the video (about one to three seconds). In the following,
we describe how to encode one bit into frames of the corre-
sponding shot.

Luminance-based: The luminance based approach em-
ploys a method by Arno van Leest et al. [1]. Information
is encoded by adjusting the mean luminance of all frames
in the shot. If the bit to encode is set, the luminance is
increased by a given value whereas the frame is not manip-
ulated at all in case the bit is unset. To extract the mark,
the mean luminance of the copy’s frames within one shot is
compared to the mean luminance of the original frames.

Contrast-based: The second method implemented adjusts
frames’ contrast values as described by Chang-Hsing Lee and
Yeuan-Kuen Lee [2]. Again, frames are modified only if the
bit to encode is set. In this case, a frame is divided into
multiple blocks of the size 4x4. A pattern bitmap is now
used to alter pixel values in some blocks and leave others
unchanged. The strength of the alteration is dynamically
derived from the contrast value of these blocks.

For extraction, the frames of the marked copy and the
original are again decomposed into 4x4 pixel blocks. By
comparing corresponding blocks, the embedded pattern bitmap
can be reconstructed. This is compared to the original pat-
tern through image distance functions for all frames of the
shot. The average of these values is thresholded to deter-
mine the state of the bit encoded.

Frequency-based: Frequency-based approaches try to im-
perceptibly mark frames by performing modifications in the
frequency domain. In [3], the Discrete Wavelet-Transformation
(DWT) is proposed to decompose a frame into high, low and
middle frequency bands using Haar-Wavelets. The imple-
mented way of marking a frame is similar to the contrast-
based approach as again a pattern bitmap is used. The
lowest frequency DWT-coefficients are additively modified
by the values of the pattern.

The extraction is achieved accordingly by decomposing
the frames of the marked and original video using DWT.
The DWT-coefficients of the lowest frequency are compared
(original frame vs. marked copy), so the pattern can be re-
constructed by analyzing the differences. Again, values are
averaged over all encoded frames, and a thresholded image
comparison will yield whether a pattern was embedded (en-
coding a set bit) or not.

3. ROBUST WATERMARKING BASED ON
GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATIONS

The basic idea of our proposed watermarking scheme is to
deliberately apply small (affine) geometric transformations
to frames. The transformation corresponds to the encoding
of a bit. Although human observers easily notice sudden
changes to the geometric alignment in videos, a slight trans-



formation alone is usually very hard to notice. In order to
hide the changes, we apply the same transformation to all
frames of a shot and only change it at shot boundaries (cuts).
For extraction, we need to compare the marked frames with
the original, unmarked ones to analyze the transformation
that was introduced during embedding. As this is a non-
blind extraction, an additional synchronization is required.

3.1 Embedding
For embedding, a geometric transformation is applied to

each frame within a shot. For our watermark, we con-
sider the three affine transformations rotation by an angle
α, translation by an offset of t pixels, and scaling (zooming
in) by a zoom factor s. Using homogeneous coordinates, all
transformations can be expressed using a single 3×3 matrix
T , so every pixel (x, y, w)> is transformed to its destination
(x′, y′, w′)> using0@ x′

y′

w′

1A =

24 s cosα s sinα tx
−s sinα s cosα ty

0 0 1

350@ x
y
w
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To avoid undefined border areas after applying a rota-
tion, frames additionally have to be zoomed in to cut off
these areas. The same applies to translations (alternatively,
the frame size could just be reduced). For zooming-in, no
additional transformations have to be performed.

To actually encode a bit-sequence as watermarking pay-
load using these transformation, there are several possibil-
ities. We chose a robust approach, encoding only one bit
per interval/shot: Applying any transformation encodes a
bit set, no modification encodes an unset bit.

3.2 Spatio-temporal synchronization
As mentioned in the introduction, a watermarked video

will most likely undergo signal processing operations as well
as format adaptations to different (legal or illegal) distribu-
tion channels or target devices. These may include changes
of the frame rate (temporal misalignment) and also changes
of the video’s resolution (resizing, cropping) or its aspect
ratio. Also, if the copy is acquired using a camcorder, per-
spective distortions might occur. In any case, geometric
misalignment is the result. However, as our watermarking
scheme is non-blind, it relies on a comparison of the marked
(misaligned) and unmarked (original) frames for extraction.
To allow this, corresponding frames have to be determined
first (temporal synchronization). Also, the geometric mis-
alignment resulting from distortions has to be compensated
(spatial synchronization), in order to be able to detect the
transformations used for encoding data. Both is done using
our video registration toolkit application and algorithms de-
veloped and presented in previous work [4].

To only compensate the distortions, and not the transfor-
mations that have been applied by our embedding, synchro-
nization intervals have to be inserted with no intentional
modifications. Although the geometric distortion (e.g. re-
sulting from screen size adaptations) is usually constant,
we recommend to have multiple synchronization intervals,
depending on the required degree of robustness. Figure 2
shows an alternating scheme, having a synchronization inter-
val (‘Sync.’) preceding each encoding interval (‘Data’). As
we temporally align our transformations to shot boundaries
(cuts), the length of the intervals is basically determined by
these.

Figure 2: Synchronization and embedding intervals

The geometric synchronization is based on finding corre-
sponding feature points as described in [4], and is performed
once on each synchronization interval. For all frames of
the following one or more encoding intervals, the tempo-
rally corresponding frames of the original, unmarked video
are aligned to the distorted copy frames, so that the only
geometric differences should be those introduced by the wa-
termark encoding.

3.3 Extraction
The algorithm for extraction has to analyze all frames of

each encoding interval and has to decide, whether a specific
transformation was applied by the embedder (encoding a set
bit) or not (encoding an unset bit). To come to that deci-
sion, the transform matrix T between each original frame
and the corresponding counterpart of the copy is estimated
using corresponding feature points, similar to the way the
geometric synchronization is done, but without aligning any
frames. Instead, the parameter of the chosen transformation
is derived (rotation angle α, translation offset t, and zoom
factor s), and its average values α, t, s are calculated over all
frames of the encoding interval.

In order to rank this value, the overall minimum and max-
imum regarding all frames of the video also has to be deter-
mined. With this information, a bit value bi can then be
calculated from the average value for each encoding interval
i, e.g. in case of rotation:

bi =


1, ατ ≤ α ≤ αmax
0, αmin ≤ α ≤ ατ

(2)

The thresholding value ατ is calculated by using a threshold-
ing factor fτ in the following way: ατ = αmin+ fτ (αmax−
αmin).

4. EVALUATION
We evaluate the quality of the watermarking algorithms

based on luminance, contrast, frequencies, and our new geo-
metric approach. Several attacks are used, and the reliability
of the watermark extraction is analyzed for each algorithm.
We consider the following attacks:

• Scaling: Using bi-linear interpolation, the frames are
scaled by a factor of F = 0.5. This attack represents
the re-encoding of a video using a different resolution.

• Rotation: Each frame is rotated by a small fixed an-
gle of γ = 0.25. This represents a typical transforma-
tion when videos are captured by camcorders.

• Luminance: The luminance of each pixel is increased
by L = 8. This attack represents the effect that the
average luminance changes even if a camcorder does
not use automatic exposure adjustment.

• Noise: Additional noise is added to each frame based
on a Gaussian distribution (σ = 16, µ = 0). This
attack simulates noise that is caused by the capture
and processing of the video.



• Blur: A Gaussian filter with a mask size of G = 9
is used to smooth the frames. Blurred images may
always occur in case of camcorded videos.

• Crop: A fixed border of the video is removed (B =
25%). This attack is typical if wide-screen movies are
captured with standard camcorders, or the aspect ratio
is changed.

• Capture: Whereas all previous attacks can be simu-
lated, the use of a camcorder may induce a combina-
tion of different distortions like changes in color and
luminance distribution, a modification of the resolu-
tion, geometric transformations, and noisy or blurred
pixels. Because these effects are most critical, we used
two camcorders – in PAL and HD resolution – to vali-
date the reliability of the different watermarking algo-
rithms.

Preliminary test were performed with a larger collection of
test videos based on PAL resolution. The parameters of the
watermarking algorithms were chosen based on these tests.
The main evaluation was done with the new video ”Big Buck
Bunny” 1. A watermark was added to the video, and one of
the attacks above was performed. In the next step, our soft-
ware tool for video registration (see Section 3.2) is used to
re-align frames and to correct temporal and spatial misalign-
ments. Although we analyzed the precision and recall of all
combinations of watermarking algorithms and attacks, we
will only focus on the most relevant results in the following.

The watermarking algorithm based on luminance handles
the attacks scaling, rotation, noise, and blur very well and no
bit errors did occur. Slightly worse but still within reason-
able thresholds are the attacks luminance, crop, and capture.
Especially if the luminance of a shot changes, the automatic
gain control of camcorders might reduce the reliability of the
watermark extraction. By focusing on the luminance, users
could recognize slight modifications in two static and un-
eventful shots. In case of high motion, modifications could
not be recognized.

The contrast-based watermarking algorithm handles most
attacks very well. An attack based on the luminance caused
several errors, because the contrast of the blue color chan-
nel was not significant enough in several shots. It is nearly
impossible for users to recognize whether a watermark is
embedded or not.

The algorithm based on manipulating the frequency do-
main is very reliable in case of most attacks, except lu-
minance and capture. Similar to the contrast-based tech-
nique, it is all but impossible to recognize image modifica-
tions caused by the embedded watermark.

The different geometric transformations are considered
separately in the following. In case of translation, the po-
sition of pixels is shifted by 4, and a threshold fτ = 0.2
was chosen. The watermark could be extracted in all cases.
Nevertheless, the parameters of the translation change sig-
nificantly over time, especially in case of camcorded videos.
This is caused by the analog merging of adjacent frames
which reduces the precision of the camera parameter esti-
mation algorithm. If changes occur only at shot boundaries,
users cannot recognize that some columns or lines are miss-
ing.

91www.bigbuckbunny.org, (c) Blender Foundation

Watermarking based on zooming is robust in most cases.
Significant error rates occur only in case of Gaussian smooth-
ing. This is caused by the fact that many feature points do
not match, and that camera parameters become less pre-
cise. In some cases, this is also true for cropping, especially
if image regions with many feature points are no longer visi-
ble. The watermark of all captured videos is fully recovered,
but the results are not very robust due to a high standard
deviation of the parameters. Users could not recognize mod-
ifications in the embedded video.

To summarize the results, all watermarking algorithms are
highly robust against most attacks, and only in some cases
the embedded data may be destroyed, e.g. if the contrast-
based or the zoom-based watermarking algorithm is used.
Watermarks may become clearly visible (e.g., the luminance-
based algorithm). For other watermarking techniques like
frequency-based or contrast-based algorithm, even a direct
comparison of original and watermarked frames did not show
visible differences. Comparing our novel watermarking al-
gorithm based on geometric transformations to the other
algorithms, it is one of the most reliable techniques and the
visual quality of the watermarked videos is also very high.
Another major advantage of our algorithms is the fact, that
it can be combined with other techniques and more than one
geometric transformation can be applied at the same time.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented our new watermarking algorithm that uses

geometric transformations to encode data into videos. A
comparison with luminance-, contrast-, and frequency-based
watermarking algorithms indicates a high quality in regard
to invisibility and robustness of the watermark. Seven attack
scenarios were considered in the evaluation: the capture by
camcorder is most challenging due to temporal, spatial, and
color-based distortions.

Still, there are a lot of open issues we want to consider in
the future. A major goal is to define a perceptual model to
decide whether the embedding of the watermark might be
perceived as such or not. Based on this model, the algorithm
can select the type and strength of the geometric transfor-
mation. For example, a rotation is unsuited if straight lines
are visible, while a zoom or translation might not be noticed
in this case.
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